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Home range size strongly declines 
with increasing conspecific density 

in a sedentary  fish



Background

Home range behaviour
“that area traversed by the individual in its 

normal activities of food gathering, 
mating and caring for young” 

Burt 1943 JM

nHR has fundamental consequences for 
many ecological processes (Börger et al. 
2008 EL)

nIn fish, key implication for spatial 
planning (MPA design, Kramer et al. 1999 
EBF)

Adapted from Börger et al. 2008 EL.



Background

Ecological implications: home range 
(HR) size and density

n Many studies in terrestrial ecology suggesting 
a negative relationship between HR size and 
co-specifics density

n Increasing population density may constrain 
HR size due to intra-specific interactions

n Lack of studies in aquatic environments 
(fish) mainly because:

1. Measuring simultaneously fish density and 
home range behavior

2. Few mechanistic approaches to the HR 
behaviour

Grizzly bears 
(Ursus arctos) 
Bjornlie et al. 
2014 PlosOne

Fox (Vulpes vulpes)
Trewhella et al. 

1988 JAE



Background

Technological challenges associated to the study of HR 
and fish density

n Optimization of acoustic tracking technology and fish telemetry
n Development of Statistical tools for mechanistic understanding of HR 

behavior (e.g. State-space models)
n Miniaturization of underwater video cameras assessing fish diversity 

Hussey et al. 2015 Science Letessier et al. 2015 JEMBEPatterson et al. 2008 TE&E



Objectives

Is fish HR behaviour correlated with 
density of co-specifics?

1. Fine –scale Acoustic tracking experiment
2. Mechanistic (process-based) approach to the HR 

behavior
3. Fish density simultaneously measured through 

underwater video recording



The realistic mesoscale field experiment

The species and the fishery 



1. Acoustic tracking experiment

Acoustic tracking experiment
nArray of 20 omni-directional acoustic receivers (NW Mediterranean)
nTagging of 32 individuals (~10 individuals 2011, 2012 and 2013)
n Acoustic tag model: PT-2, Sonotronics, Inc. (0.7 g in water and 20 d life)

Details in:
Alós et al. 2012 

MEPS



2. Mechanistic approach to the HR

Mechanistic (movement) approach 
to the HR

nHR is the consequence of  fish movement
nMovement characterized by the amount of  
space used reach and asymptote (Börger et al . 
2008 EL)
nMathematically described by a Biased 
Random Walk (Codling et al. 2008 JRSI)
1.ε is ~ scale of  the Brownian motion (Radius)
2.k is ~ the exploration of  the HR
nMovement descriptors estimated from 
unobserved positions (detections pattern) 
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2. Mechanistic approach to the HR

Bayesian State-Space Model
nAdapted from Pedersen et al. 2013 
(ME&E) for poor-data situtions
nCombination of  the a movement 
model (Biased Random Walk ) and an 
observational model
nObservational model (based in the 
probability of  detection against distance 
using control tags, Payne et al. 2010 
MEPS)
nParameters of  the model estimated 
through a Bayesian approach



2. Mechanistic approach to the HR
Feasibility and Accuracy of  the SSM (Simulation)



2. Mechanistic approach to the HR
Estimation of  the movement parameters for the pearly 

razorfish



2. Mechanistic approach to the HR
Visualization of  the variability (same HR size)



2. Mechanistic approach to the HR
Visualization of  the variability (diffrent HR size)



Measuring the density of fish
nUnderwater video cameras (Go Pro Inc., © 2014)
nnMax (highly representative of the true abundance, Schobernd et al. 2014 
CJFAS fo small nMax)

3. Mapping the density of fish





Determination 
of the 
minimum 
required time 
to reach nMax

3. Mapping the density of fish



3. Mapping the density of fish
Points sampled and estimated densities (nMAx)



3. Mapping the density of fish
Ordinary kriging using geoR (R-package)
nPredicted density at the center of the HR for each tagged individual



3. Mapping the density of fish
Other explanatory variables at the centre of the HR



Predictors of HR behavior

GLM with Gamma distribution (R-package)
nResponse variables: Exploration (k in min-1) and radius of  the HR (m)
nPredictors (full model): Fish size in mm (weight), gender, depth at the centre of  
the HR (m), Habitat in the centre of  the HR, distance to the nearest seagrass HR 
(m) and density in the centre of  the HR (nMax)
nMost parsimonious GLM using ΔAIC

Results
nNo predictors for exploration (k min-1)
Null model, the lowest AIC
nDensity in the centre of  the HR
significant predictor of  the radius (m) of  the HR
*** and no other predictor in the model (AIC)



Implications and consequences of density-
dependent reduction of space use

n Strong negative correlation between HR size and con-specific 
density (according to terrestrial literature)

n This negative relationship can be explained due two main 
reasons:

1. Social interactions reduce space use
2. Good patches congregate high densities but reduce food search 

following the IFD
3. A reduction in the space use is expected increasing the density 

due protection offered by a MPA
4. The consequence is a expected decrease in the potential dispersal 

of adults, but very small MPA could protect many adults
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